Abstract. We prove a master theorem for hypergeometric functions of Karlsson-Minton type, stating that a very general multilateral U(n) Karlsson-Minton type hypergeometric series may be reduced to a finite sum. This identity contains the Karlsson-Minton summation formula and many of its known generalizations as special cases, and it may also be viewed as a bridge between different classes of hypergeometric identities. Even in the one-variable case our identity is new, and even in this case its proof depends on the theory of multivariable hypergeometric series.
Introduction
At a first glance, the theory of summation and transformation formulas for hypergeometric functions (ordinary and basic or "q") may appear as an entangled mess of complicated formulas involving many parameters. However, since many different identities may arise as special or limit cases of a single formula, it is possible to structure the "space" of all such identities by organizing them into hierarchies. For instance, a large number of the most useful identities may be understood as a "Bailey hierarchy", originating from Bailey's 10 W 9 transformation formula [B1] , [GR, Equation (III.28) ].
However, there are identities that do not fit into the Bailey hierarchy. An example is the Karlsson-Minton summation formula [Mi, Ka] r+2 F r+1 a, b, c 1 + m 1 , . . . , c r + m r b + 1, c 1 , . . . , c r ; 1 = Γ(b + 1)Γ(1 − a)
where the m i are non-negative integers and Re (a + |m|) < 1 (Minton proved this for a a negative integer and Karlsson in general). It belongs to a hierarchy of identities for hypergeometric series with integral parameter differences; cf. [C, G1, S1, S2] for related results. We will refer to such series as Karlsson-Minton type hypergeometric series. (Schlosser [S1] prefers the acronyms IPD and q-IPD type series, since the Karlsson-Minton formulas may be obtained rather easily from results known much earlier. However, in our opinion the term is perfectly justified, since Minton was the first to call attention to this type of series.)
The purpose of this paper is to present a master identity for series of KarlssonMinton type, Theorem 3.1. Not only does it contain a large number of results from the papers mentioned above as special cases, but it also provides a bridge between the Karlsson-Minton hierarchy and the Bailey hierarchy. To find this bridge, and even to state our theorem, it is necessary to leave the field of one-variable series and pass to multivariable series.
The multivariable series that arise are so called U(n) or A n hypergeometric series. Series of this type were introduced by Biedenharn, Holman and Louck [HBL] , motivated by the theory of 6j-symbols of the group SU(n). During the last 25 years, the theory of U(n) series (and those connected to other classical groups) has been developped extensively by Gustafson, Milne and many others, and it has been applied to problems in representation theory, number theory and combinatorics.
Experts on multivariable series have argued that certain features of one-variable series are more easily understood within a multivariable framework; for instance that so called very-well-poised series should be viewed as series in two variables y 1 , y 2 with the summation indices restricted to a line y 1 + y 2 = 0; cf. [Bh] for a survey based on this viewpoint. The present paper goes further in this direction and uses multivariable series as a tool for studying one-variable series.
To give an example, a very degenerate case of Theorem 3.1 is the following generalization of (1):
where, as usual,
When d = b + 1 all terms in the sum vanish except the one with x i ≡ 0, which is 1, so that we recover (1); note also that the case m i ≡ 0 is Gauss' classical 2 F 1 summation. The point is that, although (2) is certainly an interesting identity from the viewpoint of one-variable series alone, the finite sum on the right is precisely a U(n) hypergeometric sum, and the identity seems difficult to prove without using the multivariable theory.
To see how U(n) series are related to Karlsson-Minton type series we need only know that U(n) series (we stick to the classical rather than the q-case) are characterized by the factor
where the y i are summation indices. Suppose we restrict the summation to the line where y 2 = · · · = y n = 0 and put y 1 = k. Then
If we now choose the parameters z i so that
where the m i are non-negative integers with |m| = n − 1, we obtain
which is the factor characterizing Karlsson-Minton type series. So we may view such a series as the restriction of a U(n) series to a one-dimensional subspace.
To exploit this observation we must work with U(n) series for which restriction of the summation indices to lower-dimensional subspaces gives something nice. We choose as our starting point Gustafson's U(n) Bailey sum [Gu1] ; cf. equation (5) below. In this sum the summation indices live on a hyperplane y 1 + · · · + y n = 0. We specialize the parameters so that the terms with y n < 0 vanish. It then turns out that the sum with y n ≥ 1 is of the same type as the original sum with y n ≥ 0. The difference of these two sums gives the restriction of the original sum to the space where y n = 0, which hence may be computed. Iterating this procedure we eventually find an identity for the Karlsson-Minton type series obtained by restriction to a onedimensional subspace. Moreover, the previous steps in the iteration give identities reducing multivariable Karlsson-Minton series to finite sums; these are also contained in Theorem 3.1.
The details of this derivation are worked out in Section 3. In Section 4 we state a number of corollaries to Theorem 3.1. These include summation and transformation formulas for one-and multivariable Karlsson-Minton type series from [C, G1, S1, S2] and also a multivariable generalization of Shukla's 8 ψ 8 summation due to Schlosser [S3] . We point out some interesting cases corresponding to lower level identities: if Theorem 3.1 is on the 6 ψ 6 level, Corollary 4.6 gives the 1 ψ 1 version while Corollaries 4.10 and 4.11 corresponds to the 2 φ 1 level; Corollary 4.10 is the q-analogue of (2). We also indicate how Theorem 3.1 is related to some "Bailey-type" results about U(n) series. In one case we may remove the condition that the m i are non-negative integers by a polynomial argument, and recover a multivariable Watson transformation, Corollary 4.5, which was recently found by Kajihara [K] . Another case is when the Karlsson-Minton type sum is one-dimensional. It then has a symmetry which is not apparent for the finite sum; this implies a U(n) Sears' transformation due to Milne and Newcomb, Corollary 4.12 . A U(n) Saalschütz summation due to Milne, Corollary 4.7, also follows immediately from Theorem 3.1. In Section 5 we write down the analogues of Theorem 3.1 obtained using instead of Gustafson's U(n) 6 ψ 6 sum the closely related U(n) 5 H 5 and 2 H 2 summation formulas from [Gu1] .
Let us finally remark that, besides the identities from [Gu1] that we use, there are several other known multilateral summation formulas for hypergeometric series connected with root systems. It would be interesting to investigate whether these can also be used to prove Karlsson-Minton type identities; in particular, starting from identities in [Gu2] one might obtain analogoues of Theorem 3.1 for other root systems than A n . We hope to return to this question in the future.
Notation and a single preliminary
In the rest of the paper we will work with q-series, and only discuss the limit case of classical hypergeometric series briefly in Section 5. The base q will be a fixed complex number with 0 < |q| < 1. We will use the standard notation of [GR] , but since q is fixed we suppress it from the notation. Thus we write (note that this is different from the notation (3) used in the introduction)
and analogously for infinite products (a)
n we write |z| = z 1 + · · · + z n and use the corresponding capital letter to denote the product of the coordinates:
To prove our main theorem all we need is Gustafson's multivariable Bailey sum [Gu1, Theorem 1.15], which we write as
where
This holds for |q 1−n B/A| < 1, as long as no denominators vanish. When n = 2, (5) is Bailey's 6 ψ 6 summation [GR, Equation (II.33) ]. Gustafson's proof of (5) is based on residue calculus and uses non-trivial identities for theta functions.
The theorem
Theorem 3.1. Let m i be non-negative integers and a i , b i , c i , z i parameters such that |q 1−|m|−n B/A| < 1 and none of the denominators in (6) vanishes. Then the following identity holds:
The condition |q 1−|m|−n B/A| < 1 ensures that the series on the left-hand side converges absolutely, so that the series manipulations occurring in the proof are justified. This can be seen exactly as in [Gu1] ; we will not discuss questions of convergence any further.
Proof. We will prove the following seemingly more general identity:
Although we do not need it, it is not hard to check that (7) is equivalent to (6).
Having the extra parameter N will slightly simplify the proof and also be useful later. We first prove (7) for m i ≡ 1 by induction on p. The starting point p = 0 is equivalent to (5) by a change of summation variables; cf. Section 5 in [Gu1] . Then we show that the case of general m i may be reduced to the special case m i ≡ 1.
For the first part of the proof we assume that (7) holds with n replaced by n + 1 and with m 1 = · · · = m p = 1. We also specialize to the case b n+1 = q/z n+1 . Then the factor 1/(b n+1 z n+1 ) y n+1 on the left-hand side vanishes unless y n+1 ≥ 0, so that the series is supported on a half-space. Next we let a n+1 → q/z n+1 , which corresponds to a removable singularity. After cancelling some factors, the first double product on the right-hand side may be written as
and after further simplifications we obtain the identity
whereÂ = a 1 · · · a n and similarly forB andẐ. We now divide the sum into two parts as
By a change of summation variables, S 2 may be reduced to a sum of the same type as S. Indeed, choosing w i = z i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and w n+1 = qz n+1 , so that
we have
Thus, S 1 may be expressed as a finite sum of the form
Next we observe that, with y n+1 = 0 and z n+1 = 1/c p+1 ,
so that
a sum as in (7), still with m i ≡ 1 but with p replaced by p + 1. Writing the corresponding right-hand side of (7) as
, it is straight-forward to check that it agrees termwise with (8). Thus, (7) holds for S 1 , and by induction for all p as long as m i ≡ 1. To remove the condition m i ≡ 1, we first note that we may assume m i ≥ 1, since if m i = 0 all factors involving m i cancel. On the other hand, if m i > 1 we may write
which gives a reduction to the case m i ≡ 1, with c = (c 1 , . . . , c p ) replaced by
We now observe that, when m i ≡ 1, the right-hand side of (7) contains the factor
as is easily seen by considering the four cases x i , x j = 0, 1 separately. If c is replaced by d as above, this expression vanishes unless x is of the form
Rewriting the sum using the y i as summation variables and comparing with the corresponding right-hand side of (7), we need now only check that, with c, d and x, y related by (9) and (11), one has
Using the obvious identities
and (10), we are left with verifying
To see this we write the left-hand side as
It is now enough to show that
This follows from elementary identities for q-shifted factorials, after writing
Corollaries
In this section we point out various interesting special cases and corollaries of Theorem 3.1. Throughout it is assumed that the m i are non-negative integers and that no denominators in the identities vanish.
We first rewrite Theorem 3.1 in an alternative way, which hides much of its symmetry but facilitates comparison with related results in the literature. For this we replace n by n + 1 and eliminate y n+1 = −y 1 − · · · − y n from the summation. After the change of variables
we obtain the following identity.
Corollary 4.1. When |a 1+n q 1−|m| /bCdE| < 1, the following identity holds:
The case p = m 1 = 1 of Corollary 4.1 is due to Schlosser [S3, Theorem 3.4] . It gives a multivariable analogue of Shukla's [Sh] 8 ψ 8 summation formula, which is obtained if in addition n = 1. Note that in the inductive proof of Theorem 3.1 given above, the case p = m 1 = 1 is the first step beyond Gustafson's formula. The observation that Schlosser's n-variable Shukla summation follows from Gustafson's (n + 1)-variable Bailey summation was in fact the starting point of the present work.
In [S1, Theorem 4.2], Schlosser found a transformation formula for series like those of Corollary 4.1. This identity arises as an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1, namely, from the observation that the sum on the right-hand side depends only on the product Z = z 1 · · · z n . To obtain the less compact formulation in [S1] one must first rewrite both series as in Corollary 4.1 and then replace y i by −y i on the right-hand side.
Corollary 4.2 (Schlosser) . Let w i and z i be parameters with z 1 · · · z n = w 1 · · · w n . Then, assuming |q 1−n−|m| B/A| < 1, the following identity holds:
Another immediate corollary of Theorem 3.1 is obtained by choosing BZ = q n , which reduces the sum on the right to one term. Yet again, we obtain an identity of Schlosser [S1, Corollary 4.3] .
Corollary 4.3 (Schlosser) . If BZ = q n and |q 1−|m| /AZ| < 1, the following identity holds:
An important special case of Theorem 3.1 is when b i z i = q for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Then only the terms with y i ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 are non-zero, so that we obtain a multivariable generalization of the unilateral φ-series rather than the bilateral ψ-series. When exhibiting this case explicitly we prefer to start from Corollary 4.1, where we put c 1 = · · · = c n = a.
Corollary 4.4. When |aq 1−|m| /bdE| < 1, the following identity holds:
Corollary 4.4 is reminiscent of some remarkable transformation formulas due to Kajihara. In fact, it is possible to obtain one of Kajihara's identities [K, Proposition 6 .1] from Corollary 4.4 by a standard "polynomial argument". In the one-variable case n = p = 1 this is a Watson-type transformation which may be obtained by combining Equations (III.15) and (III.18) of [GR] .
Corollary 4.5 (Kajihara). The following identity holds:
Proof. When g i = aq 1+m i /f i , this is the case b = q −N of Corollary 4.4. Initially we have this only when |q |m| | > |aq 1+N /dE|. However, since both sides of the identity depend rationally on d, it extends to all non-negative integers m i . Thus, if we multiply the identity with (aq/g 1 , . . . , aq/g p ) N both sides are polynomials in the variables 1/g i that agree at an infinite number of points and are thus identical.
One way to use Theorem 3.1 is to multiply both sides of (7) by some function f (N) and then sum over N. The resulting identity may be written as
which is valid whenever the series involved are absolutely convergent. This is perhaps most interesting when the sum in N simplifies. As an example, when f (N) = t N an application of Ramanujan's 1 ψ 1 sum [GR, Equation (II.29) ] yields the following identity, which reduces to Gustafson's U(n) 1 ψ 1 sum [Gu1, Theorem 1.17] when p = 0.
Corollary 4.6. For |q 1−|m|−n B/A| < |t| < 1, the following identity holds:
It may be interesting to note that if we choose
, then the sum in N is reduced to a finite sum by the case n = 1 of Corollary 4.6. It follows that the more general series
may be reduced to a finite sum; we do not write out the resulting identity explicitly. The right-hand side of (6) is a p-variable analogue of a balanced n+2 φ n+1 -series. In view of the classical 3 φ 2 summation and 4 φ 3 transformation formulas, one would expect the cases n = 2 and n = 1 to be of special interest. Indeed, when n = 1 the left-hand side of Theorem 3.1 reduces to 1, so that the multivariable 3 φ 2 on the righthand side can be summed. After replacing p by n and relabelling the parameters, we recover the following multivariable q-Saalschütz summation formula due to Milne [M, Theorem 4.1] . The resulting new proof of Milne's identity is not very natural, but it illustrates how Theorem 3.1 forms a bridge between different types of identities for hypergeometric functions.
Corollary 4.7 (Milne) . If q 1−|m| ab = cd, the following identity holds:
Next we turn to the case n = 2 of Theorem 3.1, when the left-hand side is a one-variable very-well-poised p+6 ψ p+6 series, and the sum on the right a p-variable terminating balanced 4 φ 3 . We write it out explicitly by letting n = 1 and (without loss of generality) z 1 = 1 in Corollary 4.1.
Corollary 4.8. For |a 2 q 1−|m| /bcde| < 1, the following identity holds: 
We find Corollary 4.8 a remarkable result, both from the viewpoint of one-and multivariable q-series. It is surprising both that the bilateral series on the left can be reduced to a finite sum, and that the multivariable 4 φ 3 on the right may be written as a single series.
If we put a = bc in Corollary 4.8 or, equivalently, n = 2 in Corollary 4.3, we obtain an identity due to Chu [C] .
If we put e = a in Corollary 4.8 or n = 1 in Corollary 4.4, we obtain the following unilateral identity.
Corollary 4.9. For |aq 1−|m| /bcd| < 1, the following identity holds:
The case p = 1 of Corollary 4.9 gives a version of Watson's transformation formula, relating a non-terminating 8 W 7 and a terminating 4 φ 3 , which may be obtained by combining equations (III.15) and (III.20) from [GR] . The case a = bc gives an identity of Gasper [G2] . Another interesting case arises if we let a, b and f i tend to 0 in such a way that aq/b and aq/f i are fixed. After relabelling the parameters we obtain the following identity. When d = bq, it reduces to Gasper's [G1] , [GR, Equation (II.26) ] q-analogue of the Karlsson-Minton summation formula.
Corollary 4.10. For |dq −|m| /ab| < 1, the following identity holds:
If we put c = a in Corollary 4.8 and then let a, b and f i tend to 0 in such a way that aq/b and aq/f i are fixed, we obtain the following identity.
Corollary 4.11. For |dq −|m| /ab| < 1, the following identity holds:
The equality of the left-hand sides of Corollaries 4.10 and 4.11 implies a transformation formula between the sums on the right. More generally, we may start from the observation that the left-hand side of Corollary 4.8 is invariant under interchanging b and d. This symmetry is peculiar to the case n = 2 of Theorem 3.1. Replacing p by n and relabelling the parameters we obtain the following multivariable analogue of Sears' transformation formula. It appears as a degenerate case (let a, c, f → 0 in [MN, Theorem 3 .1] in such a way that a/c and a/f are fixed) of a multivariable 10 W 9 transformation due to Milne and Newcomb. If we let a and d tend to 0 in Corollary 4.12 with a/d is fixed we recover the U(n) 3 φ 2 transformation that connects Corollaries 4.10 and 4.11. 
5. The case q = 1
In this section we consider the case of classical hypergeometric series (q = 1). Thus we return to the notation (3) rather than (4).
In [Gu1] , Gustafson proved the identities
which reduce to Dougall's 5 H 5 and 2 H 2 summation formulas, when n = 2 and n = 1, respectively. Both these identities may be used to prove Karlsson-Minton type identities, exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Starting with (12) gives the following identity, which may also be obtained as the formal limit of Theorem 3.1 as q → 1. 
All the corollaries in Section 4 except Corollary 4.6 have classical versions. In particular, the classical limit of Corollary 4.10 is (2). The classical limit of Corollary 4.11 is 
Using the multivariable 2 H 2 sum (13) one may prove the following identity. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 3.1 but slightly easier, so we do not give the details. 
For n = 1, this may be written When p = m 1 = 1 this is a 3 H 3 summation formula of Bailey [B2] , and when e = 1 we recover (14).
